Bicycle Parts For Sale
Introduction
I have been riding for over twenty five years, having raced in time trials for most of these years. I decided to stop
racing at the end on the 2016 and have had a big sort of out components that I no longer have any use for.
The following is a list of items that I have used previously (apart from as new items that are listed as NOS). Some of
the items are quite old, and I have tried to be as honest as possible in describing the condition of the items in
question. If you wish to have a photograph taken from another angle or specific detail of a component let me know.
Prices shown are without postage. Large items or high value items will incur extra postage cost. Location may also
have an impact on total cost, I will confirm this prior to the sale being agreed. I live on the outskirts of Middlesbrough
so if collection is possible then this will negate any postage cost; if it is possible then I might be able to drop the
item(s) off myself.
A number of items are listed as free, so you will only need to pay postage if the item is to be posted. Essentially these
are items that have effectively got a nominal value; it is that they are very old, etc or perhaps a bit rusty but generally
useable.
The range of items available is extremely diverse, from the very mundane to some of the most sought after bike parts
in the world, so there should be something for everyone!
You can contact me by email: projectm111@yahoo.co.uk.
Simon Coates
January 2019

Frames/forks
Chrome forks £free
Cougar lo-pro & MDT forks £150
Wheels & tyres
Lightweight pair £2,000
Rolf Sestriere front £30, rear £free
HED Deep front £125
Zipp 900 disc £250
Campagnolo Omega V rims £60
Campagnolo Epsilon rims £50
Mavic wheelbags £20
Handlebars
Vision integrated time trial handlebars £100
Drivetrain
Ergal monoblock cassettes £25 each
Campagnolo Record 8 speed cassette 12-19 £70
Campagnolo Record 8 speed cassette 12-23 £40
Campagnolo Record 8 speed sprockets, multiple ratios £3 each
Campagnolo sprockets, pre Exa-Drive £40
Shimano Dura-Ace 7700 9 speed 11-21 cassette £120
Cassette lockrings £3 each
Cassette spacers £free
Shimano Dura-Ace 7400 headset parts £70
Shimano Dura-Ace 7400 bottom bracket £50
Shimano Dura-Ace crank bolts £20
Shimano Sora STI 9 speed levers £35
Shimano Dura-Ace 7700 9 speed left hand STI lever £30
Shimano Dura-Ace 7700 9 speed bar end shifters £60 & single left lever £25
Shimano Dura-Ace 10 speed front mech £5
FSA Platinum bottom brackets (2) £30 each
Vision aero brake levers £25
Tektro carbon brake levers £25
Shimano Dura-Ace 7700 9 speed optical gear indicator £free
Saddles/seatposts
Vetta SL saddle £25
Fizik Ares saddle £100

Giant aero seatpost £65

Frames/Forks
Chrome front forks £free
For 27" wheels, for threaded headset, A bit of pitting, but otherwise very useable front fork.

Cougar lo-pro frame & MDT Reynolds 753 aero forks £150
A micro lo-pro frame. Condition is poor, surface rust on various areas - seatpost, headtube, etc. However the frame
and forks are very highly regarded and would make for a fantastic traditional TT bike.
Frame tubing is Dedacciai Zero TRE.
Front forks are the very rare MDT aero model, which were very popular amongst the time trial riders in the early-late
1990s. The fork type is threaded.
I am not a frame expert, but the frame and forks just need tidying up with a respray which would make a fantastic
1990s-era time trial bike.

Wheels
Lightweight Wheels £2,000
Specification - Lightweight wheels (pair), 20 spokes front/rear, Shimano 8/9/10 speed (Dura-Ace 7700 series freehub),
53mm deep rim. The rear hub is a Shimano Dura-Ace 7700 series, which will take an 8/9/10 speed cassette.
To anyone serious about road cycling, these wheels should need no introduction. In a short space of time, these
wheels have gained a reputation for being by far and away the finest road cycling wheels in the world; indeed they are
the absolute ultimate wheels that have ever been made.
I was extremely lucky to get a pair. I got them in early 2002, at a time when only the very elite road riders were able to
get hold of them as demand was far in excess of supply; due to the labour intensive process to make them, the double
act of Mr Obermeyer and Dierl were only able to produce very small numbers of these wheels, so unless you were on
an elite road team, it was almost impossible to get hold of them. That, and the fact that the wheels had a price to
match, making them almost impossible proposition for a normal amateur rider to get a pair! So, when I found out that
a local bike shop had managed to get hold of a pair, and that I was in a financial position to pay for them, I didn't
hesitate to get them.
The wheels are one of the very few bike components I have ever used where the hype matches the actual
performance. In terms of what they are like to ride, to say they are very special, is a massive understatement. The ride
quality is really quite unique; when you ride on them you are very aware that you are using something really quite
special. They are quite simply the best wheels I have ever used. Not only are they very light, which obviously helps
with climbing, but they are also extremely rigid, so makes for extremely accurate cornering. In all, it makes for a road
feel that you don't get from any other wheel, so for a racing wheel, they are by far and away the ultimate wheel
possible. I used them mainly for time trial races and hill climbs.
When I stopped racing in 2016, I thought that I would keep them for the odd ride when I just want a blast, but find that
I just don't really get to use them, and so for the most part they are sat doing nothing at home. Therefore I have
decided to sell them.
I will include the Vittoria Evo CX tubular tyre that is fitted to the front wheel - the rear wheel does not have a tubular
fitted. I always use tape for tubs, so the rim is spotless.
Included is a pair of Lightweight valve extenders, that are unused and still in their original packaging.
In short, this is a very rare opportunity to gain a pair of special wheels that will have been made by Mr Obermeyer
himself, at a substantial discount against new - the current version of the wheel, which is almost identical in design to
mine, retails at £3,500.00. The condition of the wheels is as new.
Front wheel detail

Rear wheel detail

Lightweight valve extenders

Rolf Sestriere wheels
Front - £30
Rear - free(rim/spokes in very good condition)
Very light wheels. Front is in very good condition; the rear hub is not working (Shimano 8/9/10).

HED Deep front wheel, tubular £125
16 spoke ultra-deep wheel(90mm). Hope hub, very smooth. Brake surface is very good. One of the first ever superdeep front wheels, extremely aerodynamic and fast. I recall reading aero tests that showed them to be faster than
HED trispokes, which are still sold today and are still regarded as being one of the fastest wheels available! If used
with a narrow tyre, 21mm, then you will have a super-fast front wheel setup.
Valve extender included.

Zipp 900 disc, tubular, Campagnolo 8 speed freehub, with Zipp wheel bag £250
In very good condition, a few small marks on the wheel surface. Very little brake wear in the rim(rear brake is not used
very often in TTs). Hub rolls very well. I always use tub tape for the tyres, so the rim is spotless.
I have checked with Zipp, and unfortunately it is not possible to change the freehub so it has to be used with a
Campagnolo 7 or 8 speed cassette (I regularly used this wheel with a seven speed block).

Campagnolo 36-spoke tubular rims: Omega V £60 (pair), Epsilon £50 (pair)
These have been previously used, now offered as separate rims. Campagnolo rims had a legendary reputation for
very high quality rims, so these will make fantastic wheels, ideal for a retro build if you want to use tubular tyres.
Omega V - in very good condition, some brake wear £60 for the pair.
Epsilon - average condition, spoke holes have surface rust but otherwise OK. £50 for the pair.

Mavic wheelbags(pair) £20
In very good condition. Some marks on the bags, as you can probably see from the pictures. Useful inside zipped
pocket for skewers etc. The bags have a large protection part sewn in the middle to protect the hubs.

Handlebars
Vision Tech integrated lo-profile handlebars/tribars £100
Aluminium, very good condition. These are a fantastic set of aerobars. The extensions have holes to allow gear
cables to run inside from the bar end shifters; the main bar section also to keep the brake cables hidden.
Will include some odd bits that I kept when I got the bars; one pad riser and a spare pad. I also have a speedometer
holder, which fits nicely on the extension section.

Drivetrain parts
Ergal monoblock ultralight 9 speed cassettes with lockring
£25 each
(Shimano fitting), 11-21 & 12-23. Used for hilly TTs and hill climbs.
These are incredible cassettes; unbelievably light - 113g for the
11-21 and 125g for the 12-23. Very little use, so I think there is a
fair bit of life in these yet.

Campagnolo Record 8 speed cassettes, mid-90s Exa drive design
Includes plastic holder to keep the cassette together when the cassette is not fitted to a wheel.
NOS 12-19 £70
Very rare in these ratios; purchased for use in TTs but never used. If you have ever wanted this cassette this is
probably the only one for sale in the world in new condition.

12-23 £40
Very light use, as new. Probably less than 100 miles ridden.

Campagnolo 8 speed sprockets Exa-Drive £3 each
All in good condition. The following sizes available. The letters relate to the post ion of the Exa-Drive grooves, as
these vary depending on the cassette they were sold in. For example, a 17T sprocket might be the in position '3' in a
12-19 block, but in position '4' in a 12-23.

13A, 13B
14A, 14B
15A, 15B
16A
17A, 17B
18C
19A, 19C
21A
23A

NOS Campagnolo Record sprockets, pre Exa-Drive £40
14 to 21 sizes, along with an 11-tooth sprocket.
Never used, as it came with a disc and the ratios were not suitable for TT'ing.

NOS Shimano Dura-Ace 7700 9 speed 11-21 cassette £120
Very rare. Never used or fitted to a wheel, with box.

Cassette lockrings and cassette spacers
Lockrings £3 each, spacers £free
Lots of lockrings, including Shimano Dura-Ace 7700 (9 speed) and Campagnolo Record, for 11T and 12T sprockets.
Campagnolo lockrings are for 8 speed blocks. Not sure if these will fit a 9 speed or above.

Shimano Dura-Ace 7400 headset £70 the lot
All parts for 2 headsets but no bearing units. This is one of the
highest quality threaded headset units ever made, ideal for a retro
bike build.

Shimano Dura-Ace 7400 bottom bracket £50
Boxed. Fantastic quality bottom bracket, I believe from around 1992/93. Very rare with the box.

Shimano Dura-Ace 7400 titanium crank bolts £20
Another ultra-rare part! 8mm allen key fitting.

Shimano Sora 9 speed STI lever pair (left lever NOS) £35
I got this as I need a replacement right-hand lever for one of my bikes, which was used for about a year. The left lever
was never used. Includes a number of bits where the reach of the levers can be altered.
Left lever is designed for a triple chainset.

Shimano Dura-Ace 7700 9-speed left-hand STI lever £30
Cosmetically showing a few wear marks but mechanically perfect.

Shimano Dura-Ace 7700 9-speed bar end shifters £60
Also NOS single left lever £25
Double lever set boxed, in very good condition, with pretty much everything included, downtube stops etc.
Also have a single left lever available - the bar end set was bought for my TT bike, which has a single ring so only
needed the right lever, leaving the left lever unused.

Shimano Dura-Ace 10 speed front mech £5
Braze on.
No mounting bolt; the thread to allow the mech to fit to the frame will not
tighten. I believe it was stripped, so the mech is available for spares.

NOS FSA Platinum ISIS fitting bottom brackets £30 each
Boxed, never used. Two available.

NOS Vision aero brake levers £25
These are amazing levers - very aero. The cable used is quite unique; it is brake cable, with a gear end. This is
because the levers are so narrow, using standard brake cable means that the end stop will sit 'proud' on the lever
when fitted. Just one inner cable available, which should fit a front brake.
I acquired this as I needed the inner brake cable for my TT bike, and thought it would be good idea to get a spare set
of levers, but they were never fitted to a bike so were left unused. Hence why they are unused, with one inner cable
missing!
**IMPORTANT NOTICE** The inner cables are available from various shops but must be brake cable! Don't be
tempted to fit gear cable as the end stop will snap under heavy braking!

Tektro aero carbon brake levers £25
Mint condition, as new.

Shimano Dura-Ace 7700 9 speed optical gear indicator £free
Small red piece that shows the gear you are in is missing.

Saddles/seatposts
Vetta SL saddle £25
Titanium rails, very good condition.

NOS Fizik Ares saddle boxed, in original packaging £100
Very rare yellow version, virtually unused in as new condition.
I got this for my time trial bike, but unfortunately I wasn't able to get a comfortable position. Ridden for about ten miles
before I realised I wasn't going to use it.

Giant aero seatpost £65
Very good condition. 27.2mm fitting. The seatpost is size 6; I believe Giant graded these
for length, between 1 and 6, and this is the longest one. The measurement from the
bottom of the seatpost to where the saddle rails will sit is 38cm.

